
COMPROMISED  EQUIPMENT AND 
PLANTS AND NATURAL DISASTERS

Synagro has more than 35 years of experience 
helping customers manage compromised 
equipment and facilities and the results of 
natural disasters through a broad service 
offering collectively referred to as our 

TurnKey™ emergency biosolids handling services – our full-service, turn-key solution 
for municipalities and businesses throughout the continental United States.

Drawing on significant industry experience responding to customers' emergencies, 
we've packaged those services typically employed as our TurnKey emergency biosolids 
handling services including, but not limited to:

• Regionally and seasonally based and turnkey in most cases;
• Emergency digester and tank pumping and cleanout;
• Emergency liquids or solids hauling and disposal;
• Advance- or post-event temporary mobile dewatering (trailer-mounted belt filter 

presses or mobile centrifuge units);
• Lagoon and pond dredging;
• Land application; and
• Lagoon storage.

 
QUICK RESPONSE. AVAILABLE RESOURCES.
When disaster strikes, you need to focus on sustaining your operation – not searching 
for equipment or expertise. At Synagro, we address all of the needs posed by 
equipment and facilities failures and natural disasters and we do it with the sense of 
urgency required.

Internally, our emergency biosolids handling services process has been streamlined to 
ensure the quickest possible response from proposal to having equipment onsite and 
boots on the ground.

Nationwide, a growing number of municipalities and businesses consider Synagro to be 
their contingency plan in case of such emergencies.

Partnering with Synagro will also help enhance your credentials as a socially responsible 
organization concerned with both the economic and environmental bottom line.

REGIONAL EXPERTISE

Be it thunderstorms and tornadoes in the 
Central states or hurricanes and tropical 
storms in Florida like Ian and Sandy, or 
compromised plants or equipment, Synagro is 
prepared to act quickly and efficiently. 

Developed by serving our customers during 
unique emergencies for more than 35 
years, Synagro's full suite of services and 
streamlined process can help you sustain 
your operations with expert support tailored 
to your region when and where you need it.

For example, we realize in the Pacific 
Northwest, many facilities have equipment 
that is nearing or at its end-of-service life and 
when it fails, Synagro is at the ready.

In the Eastern U.S., we've supported multiple 
customers when their plants have been 
compromised with temporary dewatering, 
emergency pumping and tank cleaning, and 
hauling and disposal when new on-order 
equipment is delayed.
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HOW WE CAN HELP
Our professional and experienced staff
members provide solutions for all
aspects of biosolids and residuals
management needs, from land
permitting and soil analysis by our
nationwide technical services team to
facilities development by our in-house
engineering staff. Synagro provides a
comprehensive scope of customer 
focused solutions.

CONTACT US
Synagro Technologies Inc. 800.370.0035
435 Williams Court, Suite 100 sales@synagro.com
Baltimore, Maryland 21220 www.synagro.comYOUR PARTNER FOR A CLEANER, GREENER WORLD

SYNAGRO ADVANTAGE
When you are looking for the best biosolids and residuals solutions to serve your
business and your community, Synagro has the proven solutions to help you
succeed. Municipalities and industrial organizations like yours that want to make
the best use of organic waste turn to Synagro. Across the United States, Synagro
applies expertise and innovative technology to provide resource recovery solutions
that meet the unique needs of customers and communities.

WHO WE ARE
Founded in 1986, Synagro Technologies, 
Inc. works to turn waste into worth 
by helping more than 1,000 municipal 
and industrial water and wastewater 
facilities in North America move toward 
safer, cleaner and more environmentally 
beneficial practices. For some, it’s simply 
cleaning the water supply. For others, 
it’s much more – we partner with them 
to process their waste for compost 
or energy pellets, creating healthy soil 
and sequestering carbon in the process. 
As the largest recycler of organic by-
products in North America, we’re trusted 
because we remove risks while keeping 
the logistics clean. Because our expertise 
is the oldest in the business, we can offer 
tailored solutions that ensure no waste 
goes to waste. Much of our work isn’t 
pretty. But a greener world emerging 
from a cleaner one – worth coming 
from waste – and we think that’s pretty 
beautiful.  Visit www.synagro.com to 
learn more.


